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vacation-time, jhey-'-,nonetheless-, need
burgeoningparish progams. -;•

:

Summer is a-goin' out. With apologies to the poet
and to .our dear readers, for bringing up such a
distressing fact. Keep in mind, that we, have colorful
autumn to anticipate:

help

with

May we suggest that anyone with time on his or her
hands, anyone with a special talent to share, please
give your rectory a call Offer some of that free t i m e there are a host o t ways to serve,, from assisting on
( parish council committees to ushering in church on
Sundays.

; Many of us are still enjoying the .comparatively
carefree days of summer — but one eye-toward
planning for stepped up schedule that comes with
September..

One very special way fo help out, arid: this probably
4s a need in almost every parish, is by teaching in the
Religious Education program- D o n ' t b e s h y or modest.
You' are probably heeded. Your RE director will give
you whatever help required and the,re is diocesan
assistanceajso available.

Pastors are no exception. They must use these last'
few. fleeting weeks of summer to lay the plans for
parish' activities for the season ahead. And although'
they are wary of making.too much mention Of up:
coming needs for fear of disturbing their parishioners'

• Most of us have probably heard the pastoral pleas
'. for help on this score and many assume there is, more
qualified help .available. There isn't: Simply put, in
many cases, :parish education programs depend on
each of us, experienced Or ridr.
. .
\

.White teaching comes easily t o mind at this time of
the year, as. we _mentio'ned earlier, .there are- many
opportunities to help in many ways. Call your rectory
and find out where you are needed. '•'

We editorialized recently about the enormity
committed by the Democratic party in California in
nominating a Kti Kliix Klan leader to.run for the
United States Congress.7
. N o w the other major political party has managed, to
match this inanity. Gerald Carlson,, a former Nazi and
self-styled white supremacist, according to Religious
; News Service, has been nominated by the Republicans
to runi for the Congress from Michigan's 15th; District.
Any wishfuj thinkers still trying to chuckle off the
threat of .such vicious organizations as the'iClan and
Nazis hadbetter ponder these turns of events,
.: -
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